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THE EXISTENCE OF GENERALIZED ISOTHERMAL

COORDINATES FOR HIGHER DIMENSIONAL
RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

JIANGUO CAO

Abstract. We shall show that, for any given point p on a Riemannian man-

ifold (M, g ), there is a pointwise conformai metric g = <i>g in which the

^-geodesic sphere centered at p with radius r has constant mean curvature

1/r for all sufficiently small r . Furthermore, the exponential map of g at p

is a measure preserving map in a small ball around p .

Introduction

This note is devoted to studying the mean curvature of the geodesic sphere.

In particular, we are interested in the existence of geodesic spheres with constant

mean curvature under a certain conformai deformation of metrics.

In what follows, we always assume that Mn is an «-dimensional C°° smooth

manifold and g is an arbitrary Riemannian metric on M, simply denoted by

(Mn , g°), and we also assume that 0 is a strictly positive function.

The goal of this paper is to prove the following.

Main Theorem. For any given point p on a given C°° (Ck'a resp.) Riemann-

ian manifold (M, g ), there is a local C°° (C a resp.) pointwise conformai

metric g = <¡>g such that the geodesic sphere centered at p with radius r in

the metric g has constant mean curvature exactly 1/r for all sufficiently small
f.

To illustrate the usefulness of the main theorem, we present some applica-

tions.

First, the exponential map of the metric g given in the main theorem has

some nice properties. Let {yx, ... , yn) be ^-geodesic normal coordinates at

p and let det(giAy)) be the determinant of the metric g with respect to {y¡} .

Using the main theorem, one can prove the following corollary (cf. §1).

Corollary 0.1. Let (M, g ) be a C°° Riemannian manifold and let p be a point

on M. Then there exists a conformai metric g = Og° such that det gr(y) = 1
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902 JIANGU0 CAO

for all sufficiently small \\y\\, i.e., the exponential map of g at p, Exp , is a

local volume preserving map in a small neighborhood of p .

Corollary 0.1 can be used to estimate the best constant in the critical Sobolev

inequality which is related to the Yamabe problem (see [LP]). In order to sim-

plify the proof of the Yamabe conjecture, using Graham's technique, Lee and

Parker constructed a conformai metric g with

detg¡j(y) = l+o(\y\N),

where N is an arbitrary larger number. Lee and Parker were interested in

knowing if det gtj(y) = 1 could be achieved exactly by some conformai normal

coordinates in a small neighborhood of p. Now, this problem is solved by

Corollary 0.1.

For a 2-dimensional Riemannian surface (M , g), one can show that g

is flat if and only if the mean curvature of a geodesic circle of radius f is

exactly equal to 1/r for all sufficiently small f. Therefore, we can prove the

main theorem for n = 2 by using the classical isothermal coordinates of the

metric g . A simple proof of the existence of the isothermal coordinates can be

found in [DK]. For the higher dimensional Riemannian manifold (Mn, g ),

the geodesic normal coordinates of the metric g given in the main theorem

give a natural generalization of the isothermal coordinates for n > 3 .

Our proof of the main theorem introduces some new ideas. One of them

is to use the singular elliptic theory to solve the geometric problem mentioned

above. A similar singular elliptic problem was treated by C. Caffarelli, R. Hardt,

and L. Simon in their joint paper [CHS]. (This was pointed out to the author

by Professor Fanghua Lin.) However, our singular elliptic problem is more

complicated than theirs. New prior estimates and a different argument are

needed for the proof of the main theorem.

The plan of this paper is as follows: In §1, the singular elliptic equation

corresponding to our geometric problem will be derived. We will obtain some

prior estimates and solve the corresponding singular linear problem in §2. Using

these estimates and the Schauder fixed point theory, we will prove the main

theorem for some special metrics in §3. We shall also show that any C°° smooth

metric g is conformai to one of those special metrics. Thus, the proof of the

main theorem will be completed.

Conventions. All the manifolds are assumed to be C°° and g denotes a given

C°° smooth metric unless specified otherwise. Bfp) will stand for the metric

ball of radius r centered at p and r(x) is the distance function of p with

respect to the metric g°.   || || o will represented the norm in the metric g°.

Ck,a(Br) is the usual Holder space, i.e., the space of all functions whose first

k derivatives are continuous and the k derivatives satisfy a Holder condition

with exponent a defined on the ball Br. Let En be the Euclidean space of

dimension n.   Our Laplacian, A, has the sign such that Au = u" on E .
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We will let {xf be g°-geodesic normal coordinates about p and detgu(x)

be the determinant of g° with respect to the coordinates {x;}. Similarly, if

g = <pg , we define {yf to be g-normal coordinates of p and detgt -(y) to

be the determinant of g with respect to {y¡}. These notations will be used

throughout this paper.

1. THE DISTANCE FUNCTION AND SINGULAR EQUATIONS

In this section, we will use two basic facts about distance functions to derive

a differential equation for our geometric problem.

First, let p, (M, g°), and || || o be as in the Introduction. Suppose g =

<S>g° is a pointwise conformai metric of g° and r(x) = d (x, p) is a distance

function of a given point p with respect to the metric g. Now, one observes

that

1 = \\df\\2g = ¥f\^ = ¿ll¿rf,o,

where

(1.1) ®=\\dr\\2go,

and

(1.2) g = \\dr\\2gog°.

Second, the distance function is related to the mean curvature of geodesic

spheres as follows. Let 77-(x) be the mean curvature of a ^-geodesies sphere,

centered at p with radius f, at x . A direct computation yields that

(1.3) Hf(y) = -^Agf

(see [EH, p. 142]), where A    is the Laplacian of the metric g which has the

sign such that Au = +u" on E .

Therefore, we conclude that

Theorem 1.4. Suppose (M, g ) isa C°° (C 'a resp.) Riemannian manifold.

Then the main theorem holds if and only if the equation

has a solution such that

(1.5) <D = \\dr\\2o is a positive C°° (Ck 'a resp.) function,

f is the distance function of given point p with respect to the

^ " ' metric g = ||<7r||^>g0.

Proof. Using (1.3), we know that the condition 77-(x) = 1/r is equivalent to

the condition

(1.7) Agr=(n-l)/r.
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Combining (1.1), (1.2), and (1.7), we get equation (*). Hence, Theorem 1.4

follows.   D

One should be aware that an arbitrary function is not necessarily a distance

function. For example, the distance function has to be nonnegative. One should

also notice that the distance functions are not necessarily smooth. For instance,

in the Euclidean space E2 , r(x) = Jx\ + x\ is not Cx'a smooth at x = 0.

Therefore, we have to solve (*) under several restrictions and one needs to find

a criterion for distance functions.

Theorem 1.8. Suppose U is a neighborhood of p on a Riemannian manifold

(M, g), u is a C 'a function defined on U, and we assume the following

conditions hold:

(1) u(p) = 0,

(2) p is a critical point of u   and the Hessian of u   at p is positive definite,

and

(3) \\du\\g = 1 holds U-{p}.

Then, there is an open set B. c U such that p £ Bp and u(x) = d(x, p) for

all x £ B.

1 J
Proof. Since p is a critical point of u and the Hessian of u is positive defi-

nite at p , it follows from a lemma of Morse (see [M, p. 6]) that there is a local

coordinate chart {zx, z2, ... , zf\ such that Z(p) = 0, Z = (zx, ... , zf,

and u(Z) = z\ + --- + z\ if £z) < e¿ . Setting

BE = {z\^2z2<e2} = {Z\u(Z)<e},

Se = {z\J2^ = ^2} = {Z\u(Z) = e},

We will prove the following assertions:

Claim 1. There is a constant number â > 0 such that

maxc7„(0, Z) < Se   for all e < en.
zese   g "

Claim 2.  dg(SE, y) = u(y) - e for all e < u(y).

Assuming Claims 1 and 2, we see that d (0, y) = lim£_0 dg(Se, y) = u(y).

Hence, Theorem 1.8 follows immediately.

Claim 1 can be proved as follows: We let gz z = (d/dzi, d/dzA) and

á2=max{¿> z,.(Z)C,.C,ICÎ + --- + Cn2 = l}.

For any Z e Se, we take a curve rz: rft) = (tzx, ... , tzf), t £ [0, 1]. The
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length of rz is computed as follows:

'1 - ,1/2
L^=j0 [Z>Wz)z'z> dt

<-LiSedt = Se.
o

Therefore, d (0, Z) < Se for all Z e Se. This finishes the proof of Claim 1.

Using the gradient flow of (-«) on Be - {0} , one can prove Claim 2 (see [EH,

p. 142]).   a
c0

Using Theorem 1.8, we can construct a lot of distance functions as follows:

Corollary 1.9. Let p £ (AM, g°) be as before and let r(x) = dgo(x, p) be the

distance function of the given point p with respect to the metric g°. For any

C°°   (Ck'a resp., k>3) smooth function w, setting

(1.10) r(x) = r(x)ew{x),

we have

(1.11) f(x) = dg(x,p)   when g = \\dr\\2g0g°,

,. ._,        <p = \\df\\2o is a positive C°°   (C ~x'a resp.) smooth function

for sufficiently small \x\.

Proof. Taking g -geodesic normal coordinates at p, one sees that r(x) =

[£*,2]1/2 and r2 = r2e2w is a C°° (Ck,a resp.) smooth function. Further-

more,

¥n]o= (l+2±Xi^ + r2\\dw\\2goy2w

is also a positive C°° (C ~ 'a resp.) smooth function for sufficiently small |x|.

Clearly, r and g = \\dr\\2og° satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.8. Corollary

1.9 follows immediately.   □

Setting f(x) = rew(x), we want to get an equation of w(x) from (*). With

notations defined in the Introduction, it is easy to verify that

V = è K°"+ ̂ idilog^), d?)g»}

where

(1.13) *x=(l+2±x^ + r2\\dw\\2go^=<t>e-2w
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A„or = A Are0)

r(Ag0w + \\dw\\2gf + 2-^r+Ag0r

n-l      d
logy/detigfj)

(d(logd?x), dr), = (¿(log<P.), e\dr + rdw))

r(i/(log<P,), dw) + — (logO,)
dr

(df, dw) = ev
dw  ,   »j   ii2
-^ + r\\dw\\ga

Finally, we can write the equation of w as

ha .n-l
Q = A(\\df\\20)g°r-—~

®xe

r     J ,     n-2
— {A Aw) + -

O,

92u;
i{rf«1,rfu;>f, + -

+ 27«37(r|Wso)

G>,e

+

w     *      *2   ï     ^(^^(g»))K(x ,dw,d w)-\---—

~,dw   ,    ii j    „2 \ ÖKJ

I¿(log^det(4.(x)))|

where V is defined as

(1.14)
V(x, dw, d w)

= AAw) +
n - ¿

(d®x, dw) o +
<92u;

2^'l •-"!•-   dr2

,      !      Ô   /    2IIJ       M2    N (dW     ,        IIJ       I!2   A   dW
-(r ||du;||,o)- +r||rfii;||,oi -jy

dr2rdry'   n~~"g

Hence, Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.9 imply

Theorem A. Let (M, g°) be a Ck'a   (C°° resp.) Riemannian manifold and

let V be as above. If k > 5 and the equation

ar(log^det(4(x)))
(**) V(x,dw,d w)
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has a C     'a- (C°°-resp.)   solution in a neighborhood of p, then the main

theorem holds.

Assuming that the main theorem holds, we would like to prove

Corollary 0.1. Let (M, g°) be a C°° Riemannian manifold and let p be a point

on M. Then there exists a conformai metric g = <Pg suchthat det(g{ Ay)) = 1

for all sufficiently small \y\ = f, i.e., the exponential map of the metric g at p

is a measure preserving map in a small neighborhood of p.

Proof. Let g be given by the main theorem and [yf be ^-geodesic normal

coordinates at p . One can verify

(1.15) Agf = 1^1 + ^Ylog^det(gij(y))].

Using the fact that Ar = (n - 1)77- = (n - l)/f and (1.15), one gets

d
(1-16) -[log^det(gu(y))] = 0.

But det(g..)\ 0 = 1 for any Riemannian metric g. By solving the ordinary dif-

ferential equation (d/dr)(log Jdet(g¡f ) = 0 along each radial direction d/dr

with the zero initial condition, we conclude that Corollary 0.1 is true.   D

In order to solve (**) we have to solve the corresponding linear equation in

the next section.

2. Solutions of the inhomogeneous linear problem

In §1, we found the differential operator V given by (1.14) which is nonlin-

ear. In this section, we will linearize the operator V and solve the corresponding

inhomogeneous linear problem.

The usual linearization of V is too complicated to discuss in detail in this

paper. Instead, we introduce the "scaling linearization" of V as follows:

Let {x;} be g -geodesic normal coordinates at p ; it is well-known that

gfj(0) = ôjj and dg°f0)/dxk = 0. For any given function v , we set w (x) =
2 2   1/2

p v(x/p), x = py, r = pR, and 7? = [£}>,] = \y\. A simple calculation

shows that

lim V(x,wp,dxwp,d2wp)

= lim V(py, p2v , pd v , d2v)

■^d2v
= AE„v + (n - 2)j^ ,

where AE„v = J2d2v/dy2

Naturally, we call the linear operator

d2
(2.0) ^0 = A£. + («-2)--2

d K

the scaling linearization of V .
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The rest of this section is devoted to solving the inhomogeneous linear equa-

tion

(2.1) &0v = f,

where 2?^ is given by (2.0).

We would like to make two comments about the inhomogeneous equation

A¿AQv = fi. First, the usual regularity theory cannot be applied to this equa-

tion directly. For example, in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space E , v =

\y\ ~ (3y2 - 3y2) is a solution of A¿fv = 0. Although / = 0 is a smooth

function, the solution v is at most C . Secondly, for many C°° smooth func-

tions v , AîAqV is not necessarily well defined at y = 0. For instance, one can

simply pick a linear function, say, v = yx, then A2?0v does not make sense at

y = 0.
These two examples remind us that we have to find the function subspaces on

which AzfQ is well defined. The rapidly decaying function spaces with weighted

Holder norms are good choices for our ¿¿?0 . Let B   and C 'a(B ) be as in the

Introduction. We define the weighted Holder norms and spaces as follows:

(2-2) \\\VW\k,a;N,p=    S«P  {*'" (\V\c*-°(B.-B J >
0<R<p R      'I2

where 0 < a < 1, k < N, and

k
>I7I\v\<*-(b-b )= J2R    sup {i^ooi}

<-      Wr   aR/i>        ¿—<_ nn<-\„\<i>

x¿y,R/2<\x\,\y\<R

m      iTiTo       W<\y\<R

+ ̂ sup^W-^Wr
\x-y\a

(2-3) Cka.Np = {v\v £ Ck'a(Bp), || |v| \\k>a;N¡p < +oo},

oo

(2-4) Zp=r\Ck,«;N,P-
k,N

Clearly, ^ maps Cka.Np to Ck_2a.N_2p and maps Zp to Zp. In what

follows, we are working on Ck a.N and Zp . For simplicity, when p = 1, we

set

(2-5) Ck,a;N = Ck,a;N,\      and     \W  W\k ,a;N = WWWk ,a;N ,V

In order to get the estimates of the singular equation (2.1), we need to define

a weighted L   norm:

(2.6) ''vAi    =  sup  {r
'^■'       0<r<a

Now, we are going to prove

f   7 f     tn~xv2(rt,6)dddt
1/2'
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Lemma 2.7. If a > 0, b>0, and 1 > o > 1/2, then, for any weak solution of

c*       ( a        u d       c  d       d\        ,
^v=[aAEn + b—2+^^ + T2)v = f

there exists a constant Kx which is independent of f and v such that

(2-8) lll«lllt..s*.,<'i{lll/lll*-2...Jir-2 + l«ÍL»..>-.

where a, b, a, and c are constant numbers, d(y) = d(y/\y\) £ C°°(En\{0}),

and Kx is determined by a, b, a, c, d, n, N, and k > [n/2] + 1.

Proof. In order to use the classic Schauder interior estimates, we have to fix

the domains on which the coefficients of the equation are uniformly C + 'a

continuous. Therefore, we choose the following fixed domains:

n0cQ1cn2cn3c7i1/(7,

Q0 = {z|l/2<|z|<l},

ilx = {z|(l+6(T)/16<7<|z|<3/(2 + <7)},

ß2 = {z|(l + 2a)ßa) < \z\ < 2/(1 + a)),

Q3 = {z|l/4(T< |z|< 1/cr}.

On Q;, we scale our v and / again by setting

vfz) = v(rz)   and   fi(z) = fi(rz)

for l/4rj < |z| < 1/cr and r <o . Now our equation 2fu = f becomes

V- d\       u   X^   ZiZJ    d\ Zi dVr       d(z) 2 ..   ,
(2.9). a)   —T + b)    -H-a   rf   +crÎ7TJi + ^Tvr = r fiz )■

tfxdz2        ,% \z\2dzidz}       \z\dzx      |Z|2   '

We introduce the usual Holder norms and Sobolev norms on £li  for i =

0, 1,2,3:

v^        „o7 / mi \dku(x) - dku(z)\

1  ''      iTT^i z€ti,- x¿z \x - z\
i-""1 x,z€ilt

/ ^\dJu\2di

171=1

For zeilj, l/4cr <\z\ < I/o, the coefficients of (2.9)r are

Aij(z) = aSij + b¥±, c,. = |i,  ^   for/, j=l, 2, ...,«,

which are C°°  and independent of r.   It is easy to see that A := (A¡A)  is

uniformly elliptic on Q3. In what follows, we fix r to be a constant number.

Our first step is to show that there is a constant K2 which is independent of

vr, fi, and r such that

(2-10)r IKIIc-(n0> < *2{ll«,llx»W + ̂ I/rile"-(0j)}-

\uWfvk'2(a¡) =
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For this purpose, we use the classical estimates (cf. [A, GT]) for equation (2.9)r

to get two constant numbers K3 and 7C4 such that

(2.1 l)r IKH^2(n2) ̂KÁPrWLA^ + ̂ WfrWw'-ifn,)}'

(2.12)r ll«,llc*-(0„) ^ A[4{llt,rllc0(Q1) + ̂ ll/rllc*-2"^)}-

On the other hand, the Kondrakov-Sobolev Theorem (cf. [A]) implies that there

is another constant K5 such that

(2.13)r IKHc°(ii,) £ ^sKH^a,)   for fc > [n/2] + 1,

where K3, K4 , and K5 are independent of the choice of v , f, and r.

Using (2.11)r-(2.13)r, we have proved (2.10)r holds for all r, where K2

is independent of vr, fir, and r.

By definition (2.6), one can show that

(i) \v\Li    =  sup {r~N\\vr\\L2(n)}.
"•" 0<«-<CT ^    3'

") \\\V\\\k,a;N,a=™V{r    IKHc*W>
t)<r<n v    U'

For the same reasons, we have

-N

0<r<<7

and we observe that

(i") Mpy-N\\fr\\ck-2,a{ÎÏ3)} < || l/l \\k-2,a;N-2-

It follows form (2.10),. that

(iv) r-N\\vr\\ck,a{ao) < K2{rN\\vr\\L2{a}) + r2~N\\fir\\ck-2.a{iî})}.

Therefore, (i)-(iii) and the supremum of (iv) give the lemma.   D

Now, we are ready to find the bounded linear inverse of Az?0 .

Theorem 2.14. Suppose

<-*       a        L d cd       d
AAtAç, = aAFn +b—j + ——5 + —x

dR      RdR     R2

is a second order singular elliptic differential operator with a > 0 and b > 0.

Then, for any 1 > o > 1/2, e > 1/2, and k > [n/2] + 1, there exists a bounded

linear right inverse S of A2?0 such that

(i)  A?0°S(f(y)) = fi(y)fiorall \y\ < o .
(ii)  S maps Ck_2a.Nr\C0a.N_2+£ to Cka.N and

ll \s » /I \\kta.N < K{\\ m ||0,Q;^_2+£ + || i/i ll,_2>a;JV_2}>

where K is a constant number which is independent of v and f.
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Proof. We will seek S0 , the right inverse of Jz^ , by a Fourier expansion as in

[CHS] and use a cut-off function C to get 5 = ÇoS0 . If v = S0f, by estimates

(2.8), we only care about the weighted L2 norm of v . The rest of the proof is

devoted to constructing S0 and finding constant numbers Ku and 1 > t > o

such that

(2.15) i«Í4t<^14lll/lllo,a;iV-2+e.      with £> 1/2,

where KX4 is independent of v and /. It will take several pages to demonstrate

S0 and (2.15).

Suppose AE and A* are the intrinsic Laplacian operators on En and the

unit sphere Sn~x. For y £ E" , let

*=[y>?]"2 = M,    »-ft «**"■
Clearly, two Laplacian operators are related by

/* «« > d2v     n-ldv       1   ..
2.16) AFv = —J + —5-■7T5 + —7A v>

v       ' E       dpf        R    dR     R2

where v = v(R, 8) on the right side and A*v stands for As„-¡[v(R, o)].

On the unit sphere S"-1, the eigenvalues of the linear operator (-<zA* - d)

may be written as A0 < Ax < X2 < • • • , and the corresponding eigenfunctions

as tpx, <p2, <p3, ... , chosen to form an orthonormal basis for L (Sn~ ). Each

such eigenfunction is the harmonic polynomial of E" and

A,. £ {ak(k + n-2) + ¿}0<*<+oo

(see [BGE]).

The shapes of Euclidean spheres permit a further separation of variables for

the solutions of Az?Qv = f, f £ Ck_2 a.N. Obviously,

+00

v(R,d) = YäßmiR)°(pmie)

is a formal solution of Aî?0v = fi if and only if for all m = 0, 1,2,...

(2,7,„     (,+t)Km *lal" - ";cKim - ^w=fjK

holds, where fm = /5«-i f(R, 6)tpm(6) dd and dd is the standard area element

on the unit sphere.

Let

-a(n -2) + b-c+ yj(na - 2a - b + c)2 + 4Àm(a + b)

-a(n -2) + b-c- \J(na -2a-b + c)2 + 4Xm(a + b)
r,m= 2(a + b) '
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There are solutions of (2.17)m

ßm(R) = ReiR^lKM
*   fmis)o(s

,-Vm+l

(2-19),
b)iym - Vm)

ds

-R"- [
Jd

fjs)o(s) -1m + i

mm_il_¿s
d„ ia + b)iYm - nm)

for m = 0, 1, 2, ... , where cm and dm are constants to be chosen later. In

the case (y    - n   ) = 0 for some mn, we let

(2-19)m„    ßm(R) =

-Ry»>*

a + b)
[   fmois)s ïm°+l°i\ogs)ds

rR .    '
-logR       fimo(s)s 7"o+1ds

We take two integers Jx and J2 such that

Re 7jx<N< Re yJ¡+x,       Re ^+1 < N - 1< Re i^.

Now, the expression
+oo

t>(7?,0) = £/3m(7?)opm(0)
w=0

makes sense and gives a weak solution A2?0v =f,ifv/e take

cm = 0   for m < Jx,        cm = 1    for m > Jx + 1,

dm = 1    for m < 72,        dm = 0   for m> J2+ I,

since we have the following L   estimates: if m > max{7,, Jf), m ^ m0, and

7? < 1, then

ßrni*) =
*'"/

JV+1

(a + *)(ym - O
¿5

R    Jo   Ta
R   fmJS)o(s)-1»< + X

+ b)iym-nm)
ds

<
iia + b)(7m-r,m)]

fs)o(s)
(-N+2-l/2)-ym+N-l/2

+

<
27?

2N

-b)iVm -rim)Y

[A
\[R^foRfi2m(s)o(sr2NdsloR

/'/^Wo(5)3
./0

i2

í/í R2'/„;

,  ,-l-2«i  +2W   ,
(s)       lm      ds

2 1
+

' m       'm

For all other m ^ mn, r\m ̂  N ^ ym , we also have

»2JV

tf-yj    !#-?„

ßj*) ï
27T

[ia + b)(ym-nm)f

x   /   f2mis)°is?~lNds
Jo

+
\N-ym\     \N-n
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In the remaining cases, one can verify that

\ßJR)\ <K, ma J^L^^RN,    whene>±,

where K is a constant which is independent of /. Using Parseval's identity

and the orthogonality of the tpm 's we readily verify that

2/r.     /in  J/, V^   />2

/Js" m=0

v2(R,e)d6= £/£(*, 0)

<7C 1 £^lds + R2N
m=0

/()
,N-2+e

In other words, our solution v satisfies

_.1/T

|U|,2     =   sup
"•'       0<r<r

/  T /     í"_1t;2(rí,o)í7oí7í
7l/4t Js"'' J

+ /(
iJV-2+e

1/2

<fr

<^i4lll/lllo,o;/v-2+£'    withe> 1/2.

Thus, we have constructed S0 and (2.15) was verified.

In order to use the interior estimates, we introduce a cut-off function £ such

that
., N     Í 1       for|y|<ff,

lO       for |j/| >t, with 0<ct<t< 1.
Finally, we define

v=Sof=C()v() = CS0ofi

Using Lemma 2.7 and (2.15), we get

ll|5o/|IU)a^ = |||*|||fc,a;/,,t<^|IMIIfc>a;/V)t

< ^,{211 l/l \\k^a,N_2 + Kl4\\ l/l |Io,q;^_2+e}.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.14.   D

Corollary 2.14. Let Jz^ and 1 > o > 1/2 be as in Theorem 2.14, and let

Zx = n£°NCk a.N. Then there is a linear operator AA? on Zx such that:

(i)   '^i^f)iy) = fiiy)fiorall\y\<o.

(ii) Ififi'(y) = fi(ty), 0 < t < 1 and \y\ < a, then (S"f')(y) = C\S?f)(ty).
(iii) For any k, a, N, and e > 1/2, there is a constant number K such that

II \^ ° f\ II*..;* < *{ll l/l Wo,a;N-2+e + II l/l ll*-2..;*-2>-
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Proof. We use the same notation and methods as in the proof of Theorem

2.14 with some modifications. First, we want to define A? and verify (ii). Let

cm = dm = 0 for all m = 0,1,... , andlet <pm,ym,nm, Ç,R, 6, and y = R6

be as in the proof of Theorem 2.14. Setting

fm= [     fi(R,d)tpm(d)dd,
Js"~l

we also define

ß  (f  Rl-KeÍR'- fR fmiS) ° {S)'ïm+1 dz
W'V-toy1    h   (a + b)iym-,m)ds

R fmis)o(S)-"^.Rim   f
Jo!o   i" + b)(ym-nm)

If ym. = nm.. we let

ds\.

"o

«0

7TTTT \ [ fmSs)s~ym°+X ° (logJ)^
(a + b)

(2.19)

logT? /   fim(s)s r^Xds£fmois)s~^+

When f'(y) = f(ty), fi £ Zx, and s = ts, one can prove

B  (f'   /H-Reí*'- f* fm{S) ° {S)~7m+l do
ßm(fi,R)-Re^R   Jo   T—w—-)ds

-Rn" [

Jo

!Äw«(*rvl ds
o   ia + b)iym-nj

±**{itR)>*¡"fr-::' w¿(2-2o)- ^««wry'

-(/*)'- /"
7o (* + b)ivm-tiJ

ds

= r2pm(f,tR).

Similarly, one can verify that (2.20)m holds when m = m0. Now, we define

oo

&/)<*.* = CWj2ßm(f>*)fm(0)-
m=0

When 0 < t < 1 and 7? = \y\ < a, we have Ç(ty) = 1 = Ç(y), and (ii) follows

from (2.20)m, m = 0,1,....
The same argument as in proof of Theorem 2.14 shows that for any given

k, a, and N there is a constant number K so that (i) and (iii) still hold.   D
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3. The proof of the main theorem

In this section, we will prove the main theorem under the following extra

assumption:

(A) {det(gfj(x)) -l}eZt   for some x > 0.

(It was pointed out by Professor Jerry Kazdan to the author that any other

Riemannian metric is locally conformai to one of those metrics mentioned in

assumption (A).)

According to Theorem A (see §1), we only have to solve the equation

2 dr(logJdet(g^))
(**) v(x,dw,d w) = —-¥-—

under assumption (A). The rest of this section is devoted to solving equation

(**) in the case that (A) holds.

In fact, we shall consider more general singular elliptic equations. Let {x;}

be g°-geodesic normal coordinates about p , and

d2
r(x) = dgo(x ,p),        AEn = Y2 71 >

r\2 rj J

(i) A?(x = aAFn+b—t + -7n- + ^-   with a >0, ¿> >0,
KJ ° E        Qr2     r dr     r2

V(x, w, dxw , dxw)

= SAfw + Y2 Qijix. w . dw)dxdxw + G(x, w, dxw),

with the conditions

Unix, c, n) = ^2xkQljtk(x, C,n),
(ii) ^-^ x,x,

G(x,t,n) = Yd-L72LG (x,t,n),
\x\

where Q¡j k and Gtj are C°° smooth functions with respect to x, £, r\. When

|x| < p0 , we also require that Gij(x, 0, 0) = 0.

Using the fact rdw/dr = J^Xjdw/dXj, one can verify that V given in

(1.14) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii).

We will prove

Theorem B. Suppose V is a second order quasilinear elliptic operator on a Rie-

mannian manifold (M, g°) with an isolated singularity p with conditions (i)

and (ii) as above. Then there is a t > 0 such that

(***) V(x, w , dxw, dxw) = fi(x)

has a solution w £ Ck a.N    for any p < x, e > 1/2, k > [n/2] + 1, and

J   e ^k-2,a;N n ^0,a;A'-2+e '
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Corollary B. Let V and Az?0 be as above, and let f £ ZT.  Then (* * *) has a

solution w £ Z   for sufficiently small p < x.

Proof of the Theorem B. The idea of the proof will be to use the Schauder fixed

point theorem. To set the stage for the fixed point theorem, we need to fix the

domains of the functions involved so that we can deal with some fixed Banach

spaces. There is no loss of generality in assuming the injective radius of g

at p is greater than one. Thus, we scale our problem the same way Dennis

DeTurck did in [D]. If v is a function defined on the metric ball Bx, we set

Oip,v) = V(py, p2v , pdyv , d2v) - fi(py).

In this case,   G>(p,v)  is a function defined on  B.    Since  /(O) = 0  and

(7(0, 0, 0) = 0 = Q.j(0, 0, 0), we see that 0(0 ,v) = &Qv.

Let S be as in Theorem 2.14. Then S is a bounded linear right inverse of

AAfA^. Define

(3.1),
Tpiv) = 0(0, v) -<t>ip,v)

= ¿f0v - V(py, p2v , pdyv, d2v) + fi(py)

2

= fipy)-^Qijipy, p v, Pdyv)dydy -Gipy,p v, pdyv),

(3.2), Fp(v) = S[Tp(v)].

Now, if F   admits a fixed point v in Ck a. N , and p > 0, then

V(py, p2v , pdyv , dyv) - fi(py) = 0 for    |y| < 1/2.

Setting w(x) = p2v(x/p) gives a solution of (* * *) for |x| < p/2.

For this purpose, we want to verify that F is a contracting map on some

convex bounded set SjK = {v\ \\ \v\ \\k a.N < K0}. For any pair of functions v ,

v £ S)K , condition (ii) and the definition of || | | ||fc a.N tell us that

II \TpH) - Tp(v)\ \\k_2>a.<N_2 + || \Tp(v) - Tp(v)\ \\0<a,N_2+£

<K3p\\\v-v\\\ka.N,

where 7C3 is a constant number which depends on k, a, N, and KQ . On the

other hand, by Theorem 2.14 we know that there is a constant 7^ so that

(3-3) || |5o/| \\ka.N < K{\\ l/l ||0q; „_2+£ + || l/l \\k_2ta,N_2}

for any fi e Ck_2a.N n C0a.N_2fE.

Now setting T (v) - T (v) = / in (3.3) yields that, if v, v £ S)K , then

\Fpiv) - Fp(v)\\\k,a;N < KK3p\\\v -v\\\k^ «v
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The fixed point of v of F   can be constructed as a limit of a sequence of

functions. Let

«c.,-0.        uXtP = Fp(0) = S.fi(p.),
'   ' »i,p = Fpi»i-^P)-

Now we let K0 = 8|| |5/| \\k a.N, and choose pk N = l/4(KK?i + Kf). One can

show that, if x = pk N and p < x, then [u¡   } c SjK  and

(3.5),. UK,,-" <
*0

i-l,pi "k,a;N -  yi-\ '

Hence, ux    = lim^^ u¡     is the desired fixed point of Fp .   D

Proof of Corollary B. We make a few changes in the proof of Theorem B and

use the same notation unless specified otherwise. Recall that

0(/9, v) = V(py, p2v, pdyv , dyv) - fi(py),

and let 5? be given as in Corollary 2.14. We also define

(3.6), Fp(v) = ^m0,v)-<^(p,v)]

= ^[5f0v - V(py, p2v , pdyv , d2) + fi(py)],

üo,p = °>        üx p = Fp(0) = ^-fi(p-),

(3.7),. ü¿ p = Fp(ui_x,p),

(3-8)oc Ü°c,p = }™»l,p-

Now, for any k, a, N, using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem

B, we have a constant pk N so that, when p < pk N

(3-9), \\K<>-üi-i,P\\\k,a-,N<§*í>

where K0 = 8|| |^/| \\ka.N . Hence, fix>/ e Cka.N.

If we fix x = \p2n i/2-4„ » n — dixmM, and let

(3.10) uo = "oc,t>        woix) =r2y (7) '

then we shall show that w0 is the desired C°° smooth solution of (***).

In fact, by (3.9), one can show that w0 is a strong solution of (* * *) for

0 < |x| < t/2 . Since V is elliptic on Bx - {0} and the coefficient of V is C°°

at Bx - {0} , the standard elliptic theory tells us that w0 is C°° on Bx/2 - {0}

when / is C°° . Thus, we proved that w0 £ C°°(BX,2 - {0}).

For the rest of the proof we show v0 is C°° at y = 0 and vQ £ Zx. We will

prove this fact indirectly. The crucial step is to verify

Claim. If «^     is given by (3.8), then

(3.")oo üoc,pity) = t2ü0Otípity)   for M < 1/2,  t<l.
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Assuming the claim, we see that v0(ty) = t ü^ tTity). Now, for any given

k, a, and N, choosing t with tx < pk N and using (3.9),-—(3.11), we conclude

v0£ Ck a.N . Therefore, it follows that v0 £ Zx/2 and Corollary B holds.

In order to prove the claim, it suffices to verify

(3.11),. uUp(ty) = t2ültp(ty)   for M < 1/2, t<l,

for each i.

When i = 1, if we let vfy) = v(ty) and h(y) = fi(py), then

<t>(tp, vf, j = V(pty, t2p2vt, tpdvt, dyvf - fi(tpy)Ay)
2

— <T>f n    t ?iV
\ty '= <&(p,t2v)\t

(3.12) Ttp(vf\y = Tp(t2v)\ty.

Let AA? be as in Corollary 2.14. If we set hfy) = h(ty) = f(tpy), it follows
from Corollary 2.14(a) that

(3.13) 5?(h)\ly = t2S?(hf\y   if |y| < 1/2 and /<1.

Therefore, setting v = C2S?(h) in (3.12) and using (3.13), we find that

(314) Ttpmhf)\y = T^Kt-^h)^

1 =Tp[A7h]\ty   when M < 1/2,  t<l,

ü1Jty) = i^h)\ly = t2(^hf\y

1 =t2[^fitp-)]\y = t2üxtpiy).

When i > 2 , suppose

(3.i4),_, [iTtp^rx(hf]\y = [iTpf?rih]\ty

holds for / - 1 . Then one can verify that

iiTtp^f\hf]\y = {(Tlp5*)[(Ttp^)-xht]}\y

= {(T 5")[(T^)'-Xh]    }\y(3.14). " "     .  .     {n   y

= {(Tp^)[(Tp^rxh]}\ty

= [(Tp^f(h)]\ly.

Hence, one concludes that

üiiPity) = {^[iTp^rlfiip-)]}\ty

= t2{^[(Tp^)-Xfi(p-)],}\y   (by) (3.13))

(3'H)'' =t2{S*[(Ttp^rlf(tp-)]}\y   (by (3.14),,,)

= t2{iFip)(l)(0))\y = t2ülJp(y).

This completes the proof of the claim and corollary.   D
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In order to prove the main theorem by using Corollary B, we need an "infinite

order version" of Lee and Parker's theorem. The author owes this remark to

Professor J. Kazdan.

Theorem C. Suppose (M, g°) is a Riemannian metric around p. Then there

exists a pointwise conformai metric g = e   g  such that in g-normal coordinates

[xx, x2, ... , xn) around p,

= 0   for all \ß\ = 0, 1,2, ... .   D(A.1), A_[det(|,7(x)) - 1]
x=0

The following simple proof was suggested by the referee.

Proof ofi Theorem C. The theorem above will immediately follow from the result

in [LP] and Borel's theorem, which says: for any power series about 0 in En ,

there exists a smooth C°° real-valued function whose Taylor series expansion

at 0 is this given series (cf. [GG, p. 98]).

To see this, starting with a metric g0, we seek a metric g = e g0 such

that det(g,. ) - 1 vanishes to infinite order at p in ^-normal coordinates. This

is equivalent to the coordinates free condition exp*~(dV.) = dx to infinite

order, where dV.g is the volume element of g and dx is the Euclidean volume

element on the tangent space at p. In Lemma 5.3 of [LP] it is shown that,

for any m, there exists a metric gm = e  mg0 which satisfies exp* (dV  ) =

[1 + 0(||x||m)]^x and, as long as hm and its first derivatives vanish at p,

the Taylor series of hm is uniquely determined up through order m + 2 by

this condition. Thus the full Taylor series of h is uniquely determined by the

condition that exp!(«il^) = [1 + 0(||x||m)]¿/x for every m. Borel's theorem

then guarantees that there exists a smooth function h with this Taylor series.   D

Proof ofi the main theorem. Case 1. If g° is C°° smooth, using Theorem C

above we may assume that {det( gfj(x)) - 1} £ Zx with respect to g°-normal

coordinates {x,} at p . Now the main theorem follows form Theorem A and

Corollary B.

Case 2. When g is a C a metric, according to Theorem 5.1 in [LP], we

may assume that {det(g, ) - 1} e Ck a.N . Therefore, one can prove the main

theorem in this case by using Theorems A and B.   D
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